PACIFIC JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS Vol. 78, No. 2, 1978 In fact, (1) and (2) are true under more general conditions; these extensions are made in [1] . NOTATION. We denote by Z, N, and P the set of integers, the set of nonnegative integers, and the set of positive integes, respectively. If A, B £ Z, and ceZ, define A + c -{α + c|αe A}, cA -{ca\ae A} 9 and A + B = {a + b\ae A, beB}. If a,beZ 9 define [α, 6] = {ceZ\a<> c ^ 6}. If A and 5 are sets, we write A £ J5 when A\B is finite, and A = S when A £ JB £ A.
SETS OF INTEGERS CLOSED UNDER AFFINE OPERATORS-THE CLOSURE OF FINITE SETS
We begin by discussing sets satisfying (1) . A subset A £ ^ is a periodic set if there exists a finite set I, and for each i e I, an integer a i9 and a positive integer c£ i y with A = It is easy to see that A is periodic iff A is bounded below, and
For the proofs of the elementary properties of periodic sets we shall use, see [3] , for though the "per-set" defined there is slightly different from the one defined here, the difference is not essential.
A d e P satisfying (3) We now consider sets defined by (2) .
Let X be a set. For r eP, we say / is an r-ary operator on X if /: X r -> X. We say / is a finitary operator on X if / is r-ary for some r e P, and we write p(f) = r. If A £ X, and / is a finitary operator on
If A £ X, and R is a set of finitary operators on X, let (R \ A} be the intersection of all subsets of X containing A and closed under R. Alternatively, define a sequence (A n \neN), called the construction sequence of the pair (R, A), inductively as follows: let A n = AU R(A n^) for neP.
It is easy to see (R\A) = \J ne *A n , see Theorem 2 of [3] for details, where the alternate recursion formula
We now give two fundamental theorems. The first is a special case of Theorem 9 of [3] . For the second, we only sketch a proof, as it is essentially Theorem 4 of [3] . 
-(S\aA+b), where S = {g\g(x)=f(x)-bf(l) + (a + b-ϊ)f(O) + b,feR}, and for t eZ, f(t) = f(t, t,
, t). 
THEOREM 2. Let beZ, let R be a set of operators on Z of the

Proof. Let (A u \neN) be the construction sequence for (R, A).
It is easy to show by induction on n, that A n has an eventual period d, and that A n £ JV + 6. But U eΛr-4. = <iϋ|A>, so the ascending chain condition gives the result. Now to get down to business! Our first task, the most difficult, is to show that (mx + ny | 1) is a periodic set whenever m, ne P, gcd(m, n) = 1. Curiously, we will first consider quite a different condition, namely m = n.
For each leN, 
, where i e P with 2*" 1 ^ mw -1, so that (4) holds.
But gcd(a, (m + rif -1) = 1, and gcd(a, mn)
We shall make no use of the following corollary to Theorem 5, but it is of interest in its own right. We leave the proof as an exercise. We will show, by induction on j, that aaj + dN S Γ for each i e [1, k] . Since α x = 1, aa 1 + ώiVg T by hypothesis. If i e [2, A] , then ααy, + dN S T, and α% 2 + diV g Γ by induction. By Lemma 5 of [3] , m{aa h + dN) + n{aa h + dJV) g Γ; but mCαα^ + dJV) + niaa h + cϋiV) = aa ά + d(miV + niV), completing the induction, since mN + nN = iV.
By Theorem 5 of [3] , T is closed under multiplication, thus aa ά e T for each j e [1, k] . Since (α, d) = 1, the numbers aa jf j e [1, k] , are distinct modulo d, and thus are congruent to the number a jf j 6 [1, k] f in some order. Hence a k + dN == αα Λ + <ZJV £ T for each k, so Γ has an eventual period d. Proof. Let JK" = {s e JV + 2 ] for some n lf , τι β e P, with gcd(n i9 --, n s ) = 1, and for some ifeeZ, ^Γ + + w s T + k £ Γ}. Thus iΓ Φ 0, since r eK, and we must show 2 e K. Let s = min K, and produce the appropriate n l9 ---,n s ,k.
We can assume that n x is odd. If s ^ 3, let cί = gcd(n ί9 n 2 , n s ), let ^ = di, ^2 = dm, and = dn. By Lemma 2, grcd(ί, m a + n a ) = 1 for some ae P, hence (Z(?K n? + w? n n) 1 We now prove, by induction on /S, that for all βeP, there is a fc^ 6 Z such that ^Γ + nξT + nfΓ + n,T + + n 8 T + k β £ T. This is true for β = 1, with ^ = fc; suppose n t T + nξT + nξT +
by induction, thus we now only take k β+1 = w£(Oi + n 3 + + w,)ί + fc) + ^f((^i + ^2 + n 4 H h w,)t + k) + k β to complete the induction.
In particular, n,T + (w? + n?)T + ^4T + + w s T + Λ α C Γ, and since ^J + w? ^ 0, s -1 6 K, contradicting our choice of s. Thus Proof. For each ie [2,r] , choose k t so large that n t = m t + k^ e P, and let t = gcd(n 2 , , n r ) e P. By the Chinese remainder theorem there is a solution ^eZ to all the congruences. 
